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Background

I What is task-based dialogue building?



Motivation

So what we want to do?

I To develop a programming language or some programming
templates which enable developers(even someone don’t know
much about programming logic) develop tasks about some
specific areas. This can be more efficient and convenient than
platforms such as LUIS.

And we meet challenges.

I We have to find the breakpoint.

I Language understanding is difficult here.

I Programming will mostly prohibit users who don’t know how
to program from using it.



Current Solutions

I Solve small examples first.

I Divide the whole dialogue passage into several part, and
understand it in one-round first, then in multi-round.

I Draw a flow-process diagram to help develop the logic
between different intents.

I Substitute programming by offering a knowledge graph.



Dig Deeper on Task-Based Dialogue Building over
Knowledge Graphs

si
pi−−→ oi

We have a knowledge graph G = {(si , pi , oi )}, we are given a
question q = {ω1, . . . , ωT}, we have to find a triple {ŝ, p̂, ô} ∈ G.



What cyclone affected Hainan?

I Hainan is a Chinese province.

I the relation fb:meteorology/affected area/cyclone.

I We develop a holistic neural matching model that takes basic
textual information about entities and predicates and uses
some training and prediction enhancements to produce results
competitive to the state-of-the-art.



APPROACH

I segmentation of q, i.e. finding the sub-sequences of words
Ms and Mp ⊂ {ω1, . . . , ωT}, which refer to a subject and a
predicate respectively,

I mapping the chosen sub-sequences to an entity resp. a
relation in the graph, i.e. finding sg and pg to which the
sub-sequences Ms and Mp are referring to. Mapping to
entities is known as entity linking whereas mapping to
relations is referred to relation prediction.

Our approach relies on recurrent neural networks (RNN) since we
are dealing with sequential data.



Model description



Model description

I maps a question q to vector representation rq = (r sq , r
r
q)T ,

I maps each candidate subject si ∈ Cs to a vector
representation rsi ,

I maps each candidate predicate pj ∈ Cp to a vector
representation rpj ,

I and computes scores Ss(q, si ) and Sp(q, pj) for each pair
r sq , rsi , i = 1, . . . , n, and rpq , rpj , j = 1, . . . ,m.

Based on these scores the final prediction is (ŝ, p̂), with

ŝ = argmaxsi∈CsSs(q, si )

p̂ = argmaxpj∈CpSp(q, pj)



Recurrent Neural Network

RNN encode the input ~x as a hidden status ~h, if we use NLP as
the example, we’ll have:

I ~x = (xt , . . . , x1) is the input vector, i.e. if the encoder is a
sequence of numbers which identity words, the whole
sequence is a complete sentence.

I ~ht = f (xt , ~ht−1) is a hidden status changed by time. It’s
time-dependent.



Preliminary: Gated Recurren Unit

ht = (1− zt) · ht−1 + zt · ĥt
zt = σ(Wzxt + Uzht−1)

ĥt = tanh(Wxt + U(rt · ht−1))

rt = σ(Wrxt + Urht−1)



Representing the question

The mapping of a question q = {w1, . . . ,wT} to its subject and
predicate related vector representations r sq and r rq , re spectively, is
done using a single-layered unidirectional GRU based encoder
network. We call this part of the model the question encoder
ENCQ



Representing the question



Thanks.


